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“We have a belief and methodology around five-star service delivery on the
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Meeting all staff needs

things that matter to our employees,” says Chief HR Officer, Darren Walker.
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Satisfaction on the rise

While many teams within its many complex and highly dispersed global
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operations experienced greatly reduced workloads, others leading the
“We have achieved a lot of great results,” says Darren. 16 agents now take
company’s response to the pandemic needed additional support. Delta was
care of 50,000 employees over 24 states and achieve 90% case deflection.
determined to respond as quickly as possible to support its 75,000 people,
Employee satisfaction is also improving due to the case resolution rate;
providing fast and easy access to information, advice, and services.
97% of cases are now completed under the five-day SLA.
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Extending ServiceNow
further
In 2019, Delta had begun deploying ServiceNow HR Service Delivery Pro
The Now Platform also helped Sanford Health when the COVID pandemic
technology internally, initially to capture employees’ time and attendance
broke out. Working with ServiceNow it was able to introduce a new form to
questions, ultimately with the aim of streamlining and automating the majority
make sure employees had the information they needed on how to get back
of its HR services. Armed with this existing knowledge and experience of
to work. This enabled the team of 16 agents to support over 35,000 new
working with the intuitive and easy-to-use Now Platform, Delta was able
COVID cases.
to launch a one-stop-shop COVID-19 employee portal in just 48 hours.
The HR and IT teams have also implemented capabilities such as the
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native mobile app and virtual agent to enhance service delivery for their
employees and support a deskless workforce for nurses. “Our aim is to simplify

Accelerating
vaccination program
our employees’ work so they can focus on taking care of our patients and

Employees
were able to
connect with a nurse to share COVID-19 concerns,
residents,” concludes
Darren.
while Delta’s prevention team used data from ServiceNow to identify
opportunities to help reduce the spread of COVID-19. Once vaccines became
available, employees could express interest, resulting in more than 40,000
entries which helped accelerate Delta’s internal COVID-19 vaccination program,
while leaders were able to assess and report the results of Delta’s contact
tracing efforts.

Self-service center
As 2020 progressed, the COVID-19 portal evolved into ‘Ask HR’, an employee
self-service center that, when fully implemented, will deal with 85% of HR
questions which were previously raised by phone or email. For example,
the HR time and attendance feature launched in October 2019 on ServiceNow
before COVID-19 has now seen more than 94,000 cases submitted.
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